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Science as
a Way of
Knowing

What is
Science?
What is

Science?

What is
Science?
What is

Science?

Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
BiologyBiology

Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
ChemistryChemistry

Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
PhysicsPhysics
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Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
GeologyGeology

Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
AstronomyAstronomy

Some Science DisciplinesSome Science Disciplines
MeteorologyMeteorology

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

A methodological activity, discipline,
or study.
A methodological activity, discipline,
or study.

An activity that appears to require
study and method.
An activity that appears to require
study and method.

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Knowledge, especially that gained
through experience.
Knowledge, especially that gained
through experience.

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”
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The observation, identification,
description, experimental
investigation, and theoretical
explanation of phenomena; such
activities restricted to a class of
natural phenomena.

The observation, identification,
description, experimental
investigation, and theoretical
explanation of phenomena; such
activities restricted to a class of
natural phenomena.

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Some Dictionary
Definitions for “Science”

Natural ScienceNatural Science
A science, such as biology,
chemistry, geology, or astronomy,
that deals with the objects,
phenomena, or laws of nature and
the physical universe.

A science, such as biology,
chemistry, geology, or astronomy,
that deals with the objects,
phenomena, or laws of nature and
the physical universe.

Natural science....Natural science....
Attempts to explain observable phenomena in

the natural universe.
Involves a process by which we investigate the

natural universe.
Consists of the body of information collected

by this process.

Attempts to explain observable phenomena in
the natural universe.

Involves a process by which we investigate the
natural universe.

Consists of the body of information collected
by this process.

Unprovable Assumptions
Upon Which Science Is

Based

Unprovable Assumptions
Upon Which Science Is

Based
Knowable Reality

Natural Cause and Effect

Universality of Natural Laws

Knowable Reality

Natural Cause and Effect

Universality of Natural Laws

Characteristics of Scientific
Explanations

Characteristics of Scientific
Explanations

Based upon observations.
Rational.
Consistent with known natural laws.

Based upon observations.
Rational.
Consistent with known natural laws.

Characteristics of Scientific
Explanations

Characteristics of Scientific
Explanations

Consistent with well established
theories.

Utilize natural cause and effect.
Testable.
Conclusions tentative.

Consistent with well established
theories.

Utilize natural cause and effect.
Testable.
Conclusions tentative.
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Operational RuleOperational Rule

The simplest interpretation that is
consistent with all of the pertinent
data is most likely to be correct.

The simplest interpretation that is
consistent with all of the pertinent
data is most likely to be correct.

Limitations of Natural
Science

Limitations of Natural
Science

Can only study natural phenomena.
Can neither confirm nor refute

supernatural explanations.
Does not make moral decisions.
Does not produce absolute final

truths.

Can only study natural phenomena.
Can neither confirm nor refute

supernatural explanations.
Does not make moral decisions.
Does not produce absolute final

truths.

Steps of the Scientific MethodSteps of the Scientific Method

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis

Scientific HypothesisScientific Hypothesis
A tentative scientific explanation
(educated guess) that attempts
to answer questions asked about
natural phenomena.

A tentative scientific explanation
(educated guess) that attempts
to answer questions asked about
natural phenomena.

Inductive ReasoningInductive Reasoning
A reasoning process whereby
one derives general principles
from particular facts or
instances.

A reasoning process whereby
one derives general principles
from particular facts or
instances. PredictionPrediction

Steps of the Scientific MethodSteps of the Scientific Method
Observation

Question
More Observation

Hypothesis

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis
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Deductive ReasoningDeductive Reasoning
A reasoning process whereby
one draws a specific conclusion
from stated premises.

A reasoning process whereby
one draws a specific conclusion
from stated premises.

TestTest

Steps of the Scientific MethodSteps of the Scientific Method
Observation

Question
More Observation

Hypothesis
Prediction

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis
Prediction

Experimental Treatments
Versus

Control Treatments

Experimental Treatments
Versus

Control Treatments

Steps of the Scientific MethodSteps of the Scientific Method
Observation

Question
More Observation

Hypothesis
Prediction

Test

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis
Prediction

Test
ConclusionConclusion

PresentationPresentation

Steps of the Scientific MethodSteps of the Scientific Method
Observation

Question
More Observation

Hypothesis
Prediction

Test
Conclusion

Observation
Question

More Observation
Hypothesis
Prediction

Test
Conclusion
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Contrasting Hypotheses,
Theories, and Laws

Contrasting Hypotheses,
Theories, and Laws

Scientific HypothesisScientific Hypothesis
A tentative scientific explanation
(educated guess) that attempts
to answer questions asked about
natural phenomena.

A tentative scientific explanation
(educated guess) that attempts
to answer questions asked about
natural phenomena.

Scientific TheoryScientific Theory
A widely accepted, well
documented statement that
addresses and explains many
independent observations of
nature.

A widely accepted, well
documented statement that
addresses and explains many
independent observations of
nature.

Natural LawNatural Law
A description or rule for how
nature appears to behave.
A description or rule for how
nature appears to behave.

A Coral Biology Example of the
Scientific Method

A Coral Biology Example of the
Scientific Method

ObservationObservation
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Oral SideAboral Side

mouth

Fungia scutaria
The Mushroom Coral

live juvenile corals

dead
coral

QuestionQuestion

By what mechanism do multiple
juvenile mushroom corals appear
on the surfaces of larger dead
coralla of the same species?

By what mechanism do multiple
juvenile mushroom corals appear
on the surfaces of larger dead
coralla of the same species?

More ObservationMore Observation

More
Observations
More
Observations More

Observations
More
Observations
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HypothesisHypothesis

The larger coral died but left
remnants of living tissue behind and
this tissue regenerated into juvenile
corals on the surface of the dead
larger corallum.

The larger coral died but left
remnants of living tissue behind and
this tissue regenerated into juvenile
corals on the surface of the dead
larger corallum.

Prediction 1Prediction 1

If the juvenile corals are all derived
from the same original parent
tissues, then they should be
genetically identical to each other.

If the juvenile corals are all derived
from the same original parent
tissues, then they should be
genetically identical to each other.

TestTest

ResultsResults

ConclusionConclusion

Our hypothesis appears to have been
supported by, however we still don’t
know for certain if the color pattern is
influenced by environmental factors.

Our hypothesis appears to have been
supported by, however we still don’t
know for certain if the color pattern is
influenced by environmental factors.
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Prediction 2Prediction 2

If the parent coral is subject to
treatment that kills most of its tissues
but leaves some remnants of living
tissues behind, then some of these
remnants should give rise to juvenile
corals.

If the parent coral is subject to
treatment that kills most of its tissues
but leaves some remnants of living
tissues behind, then some of these
remnants should give rise to juvenile
corals.

TestTest

ConclusionConclusion

Our hypothesis appears to have been
supported by the test.  However, there
may be other reasons (e.g., lack of an
essential chemical factor) for the
failure of larvae to settle on the dead
adult coralla.

Our hypothesis appears to have been
supported by the test.  However, there
may be other reasons (e.g., lack of an
essential chemical factor) for the
failure of larvae to settle on the dead
adult coralla.

ConclusionConclusion

The results of two independent tests
appear to have support our
hypothesis.  However, more work
needs to be done to account for other
possible factors influencing the
results.

The results of two independent tests
appear to have support our
hypothesis.  However, more work
needs to be done to account for other
possible factors influencing the
results.


